
A simple step toward a sustainable future

Pan Liner

Reduce Costs  Improve Profits  Maximize Susta inabil ity    
    

  



  EcoCraft ® Package  Case Case Case Cases/ Pallet
Item # UPC # Description Size Pack Weight Cube Pallet TI HI

EcoCraft ®  Bake ’N’ Reuse ™  Pan Liner - Unbleached       

 030010 10787074005120 Bake ‘N’ Reuse ™  Pan Liner  16 3/8 x 24 3/8 1000 25 0.797 60 4x15

 030008 10787074010001 Bake ‘N’ Reuse ™  Half Sheet Pan Liner  12 1/8 x 16 3/8 1000 13 0.423 96 8x12

The Pan Liner of the Future is HERE!!
 Reusable pan liner for standard baking applications

 Sustainable chromium free multiple bake release 

 Made from total chlorine free unbleached paper $ber

 Perfect for baking, food wrapping, interleaving, or micro-wave use

 FDA compliant and Kosher certi$ed for demanding food applications

 Recommended maximum baking temp is 400 degrees Fahrenheit

Maximize Sustainability by reducing waste
in two signi$cant ways

1.) Each time you reuse our pan liner you make a major contribution towards reducing raw material 

 waste which is a key component of environmental stewardship

2.) The production of unbleached paper provides signi$cant reductions in waste versus bleached paper*

  20% less wood used 51% less waste water

  20% less net energy used 26% less solid waste

*The Paper Calculator is based on research done by the Paper Task Force, a peer-reviewed 
study of the lifecycle environmental impacts of paper production and disposal. The 
underlying data is updated regularly.

For more information, contact Environmental Defense Fund:

http://papercalculator.org | http://edf.org

Mixed Sources
Product group from well-managed 
forests, controlled sources and 

www.fsc.org  Cert no. BV-COC-071202
© 1996 Forest Stewardship Council

50%

The paper for this brochure is:Printed on FSC certi!ed, 100% Recycled - 50% Post-Consumer Paper 
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Packaging Dynamics is a member of the Sustainable Packaging Coalition

The easy way to reduce costs and improve pro$ts
 Bake twice and reduce your pan liner cost in half

 Certain types of baked products will allow up to 3 to 4 uses

 You control your cost reduction

 Printed Bake ‘N’ Reuse ™  carton reminds your employees to reuse
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